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You may recall our second EI Quiz on-line asked you to name 

  What’s 1 thing that happens in my classroom that disturbs me? 

  What’s the 2 biggest emotional challenges I face with teaching?  

  What’s the 3 most tricky emotional situations I have to handle in class? 
 

Here's the results and thanks to those people who took time to fill in the quiz... 

In order of response frequency, situations you found most challenging or disturbing were:   
 

 Dealing with student disruptions - talking and chatter, giggling talking while the teacher 
is talking, conflict between students, handling angry eruptions or outbursts (12 mentions) 

 Student emotional upsets or anxiety - crying, grieving/loss, friendship group breakdowns 
or tensions; "when a student cries for no "real" reason", students being mean to each other 
/excluding or isolating others (12 mentions) 

 Maintaining empathy with students or keeping professional boundary with feelings - 
staying detached (6 mentions) 

 Keeping students focused, students off-task, defiance or lack of willingness to engage, 
not following instructions (6 mentions) 

 Coping with own exhaustion - fatigue levels: spread too thin, feeling overwhelmed; 
keeping up enthusiasm and energy after teaching several lessons in a row and having to 
perform all day (5 mentions). 

 Overcoming frustrations and staying positive in class; dealing with rude students in a 
way that is respectful and positive (5 mentions) 

 Nervous about losing 'control' or order in the classroom - students shouting out 
answers, accepting not everything can be controlled (5 mentions) 

 Teaching emotionally fatigued/exhausted students - exam stress (4 mentions) 

 Balancing work and personal life (2 mentions) 

 Wondering whether I do the right thing for students (2 mentions) 

 Feeling flustered/disappointed if I rush through instructions/content to make up lost time. 

 Accepting some decisions from leadership team 

 Feeling there seems to be a need to reinvent the wheel at times 

 Getting so caught up teaching content you forget to connect/check in with students 

You may like to reflect on your impression after looking over this list and if you didn't take time 
to answer the quiz, think about whether your responses would have been very different or 
mostly the same. 
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